Neighbour comments – 13th November 2017

S/3566/17/FL - Land East of Fowlmere Road, Foxton

Mr H Spalding
25 Illingworth Way
Foxton
CB22 6RY

Comments

These proposals should not be approved for planning permission due to transport planning.

Further detail and consultation is clearly needed as:

1. The Transport Planning Associates report was issued in September 2017 (after Foxton Public Exhibition and last Thriplow Residents Meeting)
2. The same report does not specify vehicle size, noise level nor direction of travel as per volumes in tables 1.1. and 1.2.
3. The same report does not conduct a safety assessment as to whether large vehicles (HGV and agricultural vehicles) are suitable for the narrow village roads of Foxton
4. The same report make reference to the reduced impact on traffic movement to Thriplow, but no mention of increased impact to Foxton or Fowlmere

Both villages have a significant number of families with young children: a serious concern for residents.